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Now for those of you interested to learn

more about emerging artists  please read

on. Art Lounge International is delighted

to announce we will be working with

new contemporary artist Carla Raads.

Carla is an emerging talent that has been

on our radar for a while now and we are

so excited to be representing her at the

gallery.Carla is a true beach girl at heart

and was born and raised on the Eastern

Cape coast of South Africa and spent

nearly everyday amongst the sand and

waves. She comments -“for me it’s the

sound, the rise of the tide and the crash

of the waves. It’s the thunder”.

At 16 she would leave South Africa in

search of a new life in the UK. Always

drawn to the sea, she and her family

settled on the Fylde coast. “I was grateful

to live near the sea, the familiarity of the

beach made it feel more like home”.

Words David Sands

Photography Carla Raads

Art Lounge International
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Carla went on to study fine art at Blackpool

college, learning about life drawing, paint and

sculpture before studying design and interiors

at Manchester metropolitan university. During

that time she would work under the

mentorship of the late Phillippe Aird at the

Pheonix galleries in Hulme. Her mentor, an

abstract artist known for his resin pouring

work, was mentored by LS Lowry and he drew

inspiration from his work. Phil, as she called

him, taught the 19 year old Carla about canvas

building, large scale abstracts and paint

techniques. “He was so free with his painting.

He would let the work come alive by allowing

the paint to move organically. The best thing

he ever taught me”.

"The best thing he
ever taught me..
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After university Carla left her art and pursued a career in modelling. She

worked for 12 years as a full time model before returning to art in 2017. “I

hadn’t painted in years! I was pregnant and not modelling. I don’t know

why but one day I had an incredible desire to paint, and not with brushes. I

remember getting an old canvas and pouring the paint straight onto my

hands. I would paint fast and aggressively and only the sea, like I was in it.

Just with my hands, imitating the movement and crash of the wave. I am

grateful for the time away from art, I have returned a different artist. 

Raads continues to paint seascapes along with skyscapes and landscapes.

The work is emotional and some actionable, she draws inspiration from

Mother Nature’s moods and relates them to her own, some powerful and

bold, some still and isolating. She hopes to draw out the emotional

response in the viewer. She works on canvas that she hand stretches, with

acrylic, spray paint and varnish. Each piece is signed with her unique hand

print on reverse, framed and unframed.

Above
A recent hotel installation sold within

hours of hanging.

"Carla Raads is the one
to watch,a unique
emerging artistic
talent with a real

tanacity to succeed."
David Sands -C.E.O

A.L.I Group 

CARLA
RAADS
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IT IS VERY 
IMPORTANT 

THAT YOU STAY 
TRUE TO 

YOURSELF.

CARLA RAADS:

I STARTED PAINTING WITH MY HANDS IN A DARK TIME OF MY LIFE...
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Above
Carla Raads with Art Work. 

Contemporary artist Carla Raads, based in Lytham St.Annes, joins Art Lounge for an Artist Interview this month. We explore her artistic background and unique
painting techniques. This short Q and A gives you a unique insight into Carla's artwork and her painting technique and mindset.

 
   Q: Can you tell us about your Artistic background and artistic training?

 
A: I studied art and design up to university level in Manchester. However, I believe the most relevant skills I learnt, in terms of what I do now was under the

mentorship of my teacher and friend Phillippe Aird. He showed me what it was like to be a real artist. He taught me about materials, framing and selling work.
 

Q. Your process is unusual, with hand smudging of the paint with spray paint. How did you learn this process?
 

A: I returned to painting 12 years after my art education. I had an overwhelming desire to use my hands and project my emotion directly onto the canvas. This is
how my technique developed. I experimented with different mediums and found that the spray paintand acrylic resulted in a chalky texture and I loved the feel

and look of it, I feel it resembles life like clouds.  

T H E  A R T -
Q & A
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T H E  A R T -
Q & A

Q. Do you work in a gallery or studio?
 

A: I work from my studio which is at home, It is a converted
garage space.

 
Q. Who are your Inspirations?

 
A:  There are so many talented artists but I try not to be too
influenced by other ideas and artists as I want to stay true to
my own work.When I started painting again, I mainly painted
emotions depicted by the sea and I tried to honestly convey

the feelings I had inside.  I still try to paint as honestly as I did
then. I do admire realism and realistic painters. I feel so much

patience is required to paint like that.
 

Q. What inspires you?
A: So many things ! I absolutely adore  music. My work is very
physical and I love to move with the painting I am creating so

music is an important tool to encourage the energy I am
putting onto the canvas.

 
Q. Do you keep a record of your journey? 

 
A: I do have a sketchbook but it hardly ever gets used. My

work is very organic and changes as I create. I try not to over
think the paintings unless it’s a very specific commission.

 
Q. So where does it all start?

A:  A lot of my paintings begin when I am out on a run, I look at
clouds formations and the sea as I run past the beach or

sunsets in the evening.  I will then think about all those scenes
at night and the next day I am inspired and ready to paint.
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